Interceptor & Tank Installation / Drainage & Sewer Diversions & Manhole Construction

Oil Interceptors work underground and are normally unseen by the general public. These are essential installations and service areas where fuels and oils (that could wash off or leak from vehicles and machinery) are present—such as car parks, working areas and roads where such contaminated liquids may come in to contact with the common drainage system.

Oil interceptors work by preventing such liquid pollutants from entering the common drainage system and trapping the pollutants within defined areas of the tank enabling safe and efficient removal. The Environment Agency Guidelines PPG3 requires sites with interceptors to be inspected at least twice a year and if a failure and pollution occurs will provide the grounds for a prosecution.

Septic tanks are generally provided around residential and commercial buildings where no connection to the main drainage is possible. Failure and lack of service to these tanks will result in potential pollutions, prosecutions and can also cause severe inconvenience if you cannot use your bathroom/kitchen facilities for a period of time.

Utilising our experienced and qualified in-house teams, we are able to provide a proactive, cost efficient service to either repair, replace or install a new interceptor/septic tank within your property.

Drainage Diversion / Installation and Manhole Construction & Maintenance

Approved by relevant Water Authorities to carry out pipeline & Manhole alterations, removals, replacements and connections, our experienced and qualified in house teams are available to service all your needs.

Whether it is a new drainage connection for a housing development or a pipeline diversion for an extension we can provide fully certified operatives to carry out the works to industry specifications and standards.